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Time to party our tails off

It's only 180 square miles, but it packs a lot of personalities. In fact, Andorra is the only country in the world that is ruled by co-ordatures from different countries. The most impressive event I've ever attended was President Ronald Reagan's inaugural ball in 1984. More precisely, the most important event, because the
event was not so impressive - certainly nothing like those in this article. I was eligible to attend the Youth Ball, one of several events that took place after the inauguration ceremony. Decorations and food were minimal, and the president and Mrs. Reagan stopped by just for a dance or two, quickly departing to spend most
of their time on more important balls involving the nation's moving and shakers. But hey, at least I can brag that I attended the inaugural presidential ball. Related articles by Basye, Ali. It was the most lavish party of the 20th century. On this day in fashion. June 24, 2010 (December 27, 2012) Callie. 14 of the most
extravagant birthday parties. Business Insider. July 29, 2012 (December 16, 2012) Tea Party Historical Society. What was the Boston Tea Party? (27 December 2012). . Caroline Webster Schermerhorn Astor. On 26 December 2012, the statistics were 100 000. CPI inflation calculator. 23, 2012, Nicole. The 10 most
unusual events ever. Daily meal. October 14, 2011 (December 16, 2012) Lisa. Top Ten Most Expensive Sites Ever Thrown. How much it costs. (December 16, 2012) Meredith and Gus Lubin. The most ostentatuous event in U.S. history. Business Insider. November 6, 2012 (December 23, 2012) will Museum. 1903
Fancy Dress Ball at the Winter Palace. (27 December 2012) . Boston Tea Party. (December 27, 2012) Deborah. Russes Revolution. Dance Magazine. (16 December 2012) Luxe. The 10 most unusual events ever. (December 16, 2012) Matthew. Long, long depression. National Review. 2 January 2012 (23 December
2012) . News: The best events ever. 6 2012 (16 December 2012) . Truman Capote. 28 July 2006 23, 2012) John. Foreigners in Wonderland. Vanity Fair. August 2007 (December 27, 2012) Piotr. Modern love. New Yorker. August 6, 2007 (December 27, 2012) Erin. The 10 most sumptuous weddings ever. Time
NewsFeed. April 27, 2012 (December 16, 2012) Box of History. Mrs. Astor's Annual Ball: Three hundred guests attended 1-29-1900. (16 December 2012) Independent. The inner story of Truman Capote's Masked Ball. April 25, 2006 (December 23, 2012) Pinchuk Foundation. About Victor Pinchuk. (December 27, 2012)
Kim. French ski resort abuzz over $6.6 million birthday bash. Los Angeles Times. 18 December 2010 (27 December 2012) . Woodstock Festivals. (December 26, 2012) In an ideal world, we'd channel our inner Martha before every party, spending a day cooking up a storm and wowing all of our ~ kitchen skills ~ More
often than not, however, whether we're hosting our own shindig or falling at a friend's party, life gets in the way and suddenly there's a serious time crisis. That's when the homemade dish killer you meant becomes a sad bag of grocery store chips and baths. Ugh. These recipes are here to facilitate the preparation of the
event. Make them at night, keep 'em in the fridge, and pull them out just before hitting the road or answer the door. Best of all, they won't get soggy or fall apart before it's time to kick in. Success!1. Prosciutto Wrapped CantaloupeShare on PinterestThas ingredients. Can I get the hell out anyway?! This app looks nice,
takes about five minutes to collect, and will be the main crowd-pleaser. You can wrap cantaloupe in advance, but hold on to the balsamic glaze until you're ready to serve2. Greek Yogurt Spicy Corn DipThy healthier dip will be perfect for the next day's game or barbecue. It is spicy and creamy, and made with Greek
yogurt, cheddar, fresh corn, green chiles, and a few spices. You can serve it with tortilla chips or fresh vegetable sticks.3. Healthier Double Fudge BrowniesSomeone always brings dessert, so why not healthy option? Don't worry, they're a little tame than most lightened versions (aka no black beans here); the main
substitutes are peanut butter and oat flour, so no one will know the difference.4. Plantain chips and GuacamoleGive snack go-to (chips and guac, duh) upgrade through some plantain chips the night before the party. It takes less than half an hour to bake, and give the snack a little more sweets ... win-win.5. No-Bake
Samoa CookiesKto doesn't love these coconut Girl Scout cookies? The main ingredient here is actually dates, but with chocolate and coconut added, you never know. Make this healthy copycat recipe at night and you'll be the star of the show. Don't expect it to have any leftovers6. Spinach Goat Cheese PinwheelsIf you
need a hearty party snack to bring to the table to make these meatless wraps in the morning or at night. They are made from goat's cheese, spinach, dried tomatoes and pine nuts. Major plus: There is no may or heavy dressing to make them soggy.7. Greek Pasta SaladThis essential side is supposed to be a go-to for
potlucks and barbecues, especially since Mediterranean flavors are hard to dislike. I always have to think of picky eaters. Make pasta at night; then mix with cucumber, tomato, paprika, olives and feta. Save the vinaigrette until just before serving to keep it tasting fresh. Want more? Air Fryer Recipes: 7 Party Foods That
Aren't Loaded With Fat Spending Time with Family and Friends While Celebrating Holidays Can Wreak Havoc on Healthy Eating Habits. This year, focus on conscious eating and pay attention to your body: Drink plenty of water (because we often confuse hunger for desire), be aware when you are full, and allow yourself



to set off a fork. You can always enjoy the leftovers tomorrow! Family Feud: Are your family gatherings less Norman Rockwell and more Kardashian? Here's how to make every family party stress-free. Move It: When family time becomes too much, head outside for a quick workout. You will get some space from
annoying cousins and in-law, as well as mood-enhancing endorphins. There's another reboot of a TV show from the 90s potentially heading its way, but this one comes with a timely twist. Freeform is rebooting Party of Five, a beloved family drama about five siblings left to pick up after their parents died in a drunken
driving accident. Unlike some reboots, freeform's take on Party of Five wants to attract the attention of a contemporary audience, giving the premise of a socially conscious update. Five children in the new Party of Five will try to keep the family together after their parents are deported to Mexico. According to Deadline,
Freeform ordered the Party of Five with the involvement of a pilot, which means that it is likely that the pilot will be given as a special, even if it is not picked up for the series, so the network does not have to count against the penalty. Reboot is written by the creators serii, Amy Lippman i Chris Chris but they wisely
brought in first-generation American writer Michael Zebede as their co-writer. The pilot is directed by Rodrigo Garcia, who is also expected to serve as executive producer in the series. All of this suggests that Keyser and Lippman take immigration law topics seriously in the U.S. and bring in the right voices to make sure
they get this all-too-familiar American story. Let's be true, no one needed a series focused on salinger's adult siblings, but the Buendias children who will be at the center of the reboot sound as if they have to face problems that are painfully topical. While the reboot was not announced until Thursday, January 18, Twitter
is already turning its attention to the new Potential Five Party. Twitter user @TippittJason went so far as to say: this is the reboot we need, and he's not wrong. While there's nothing wrong with reboots that simply capitalize on nostalgia by uniting the cast or sticking to exactly the same premise, it's always nice to see the
network add a new twist to the classic idea. Turning Salingers into Buendias, the Party of Five reboot not only becomes a more inclusive series, it becomes one that can explore the consequences immigration laws have on a typical modern American family. At this early stage, the premise is the only thing anyone knows
for sure about the new Party of Five, but the potential to show the DREAMers address is there. If one of the five children wasn't born in the U.S., the potential series could add another layer of poignancy and bring DACA awareness to a wider audience. Add to the drama the parents of their children are still alive and the
family is torn apart by political circumstances, and you have a series that can make viewers cry and think about the reality undocumented immigrants face every day. The original Party of Five was a release-oriented show, so there's no reason to doubt that its successor will as well be - especially with the original creators
on board. Of course, not everyone on Twitter is excited about the possibility of restarting The Five Party. As is the norm when it comes to these announcements, many people ask why the show needs to be reworked or worry about the show's legacy being tarnished in some way. These concerns plague most reboots, but
in the case of Party of Five, creators seem to have a great reason to revisit the premise: because it can have an impact and speak to a new generation. There are several reasons to create a restart that are more valid than the two. While having a politically significant premise doesn't automatically guarantee that a
potential show will be good, it gives it a hook that can attract both fans of the original and a younger audience who may never have heard of Salingers. Freeform formally ordered the restart of the Five Party yet, but the show already has people talking about an important topic, which is further proof that this timely reboot
could be exactly what the TV landscape needs now. Nwo.
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